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Status quo
■ Teaching uses mainly two-dimensional material, problems are three-dimensional
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➥Augmented Reality can help students to immerse in teaching scenes
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Status quo
■ Teaching uses mainly two-dimensional material, problems are three-dimensional

➥Augmented Reality can help students to immerse in teaching scenes

■ Current AR software solutions

● closed eco-system

● often require programming skills
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AR-supported Teaching
■ AR platform for teachers

and students

■ uses IFC

■ three applications
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AR editor
■ imports multiple IFC files

■ enables the addition of
didactic elements like:

● animations

● annotations

● buttons and layers
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AR viewer
■ for android devices

■ view the scenes created
in the AR editor

■ live session to AR editor
and other AR viewers
(chat, voice, live pointer)
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Website
■ link between AR editor

and AR viewer

■ group management

■ project management

■ teaching scene overview
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Folienlayout für großes Bild
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Folienlayout für großes Bild
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Folienlayout für großes Bild
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Folienlayout für großes Bild
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Folienlayout für großes Bild
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Folienlayout für großes Bild
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Key openBIM Information
■ IFC as import option → software-independent environment

■ Teaching scenes are stored as IFC files → long-lasting support

■ Students learn how to work with openBIM and AR

■ Multipurpose of openBIM
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Key Outcomes – AR editor
■ IFC data
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Key Outcomes – AR editor
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■ IFC data

■ Buttons and Layers



Key Outcomes – AR editor
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■ IFC data

■ Buttons and Layers

■ Annotations



Key Outcomes – AR viewer
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Key Outcomes – Evaluation 
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1 „Handheld Augmented Reality Usability Scale“
2 „System Usability Scale“

HARUS-Score1 AR Viewer SUS-Score2 AR Editor „Can AR increase the learning effect?”

72
„okay“

78
„good“

93
agree

Pt. Pt. %



Key Outcomes – Publication
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Abstract: Augmented Reality (AR) is a Construction 4.0 technology that is seen as a site-extension of
Building Information Modelling (BIM). In addition to the practical aspect within the design and con-
struction processes AR can be used to support teaching through visualizations and interaction. This
article presents a new AR platform called “AR-supported Teaching”, applicable for both Architecture,
Engineering and Construction (AEC) education and as a Construction 4.0 technology. The aim of
this project is to increase the amount of AEC AR content available for education and to introduce
students to the productive use of AR. During its development, special attention was paid to the needs
of the AEC industry. Users can employ BIM models to create AR scenes before adding animations
and annotations without requiring programming skills. The AR platform enables interaction with
remote experts and is therefore also suitable for distance learning. In a pilot study, use cases were
defined and students tested the usability of the applications. The results were positive and additional
suggestions for improvement were made. The feedback and motivation of the students indicate
that AR has a future in education, especially if enough AEC AR content and practical use cases are
available. The latter also concerns the application of AR in AEC practice.

Keywords: augmented reality; education; Construction 4.0; BIM; software

1. Introduction
The digital transformation of the construction industry is progressing at an ever-increasing

pace, with the development significantly driven by the use of Building Information Modelling
(BIM), a construction analogue to the information age. BIM enables a central administration
of digital geometric and alphanumeric information [1,2] that correlates with the real environ-
ment. This development is accompanied by further new technologies for the construction
industry emerging due to the unprecedented amount of available information. Apart from
BIM, systems using augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), robotics, 3D printing, artificial
intelligence (AI) and drones [3–5] can be found throughout the industry, establishing the term
Construction 4.0 [6,7] based on Industry 4.0 [8]. Construction 4.0 focuses primarily on the
connectivity and interaction between all the previously mentioned technologies [9], with the
BIM model representing their central focus point.

The BIM model itself has great potential for all life cycle phases of a building, e.g., plan-
ning, construction, operation [10–13]. It cannot only be used for simulation, e.g., simulations
for scheduling (4D planning) [14], but also for the timely detection of potential problems in
the planning phase [15], cost management, construction management, project management,
as well as facility management. Furthermore, the data included in the BIM model can be
implemented directly within other technologies, e.g., AR.

1.1. AR in the AEC Industry
AR extends the real environment by an additional virtual content [16]. This can be

achieved either with portable devices (mAR; mobile augmented reality) or with the help of
head mounted displays (HMD). In contrast to VR, visual or auditory elements are projected
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